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Here, we provide the specific representation of the probability densities used in our model. The
Weibull distribution ! ! f s H ,k ( ) for the heading speed ( ! ! ! s H , k = v H , k ) is given as:
where ! Γ x ( ) is a gamma function, ! γ > 0 is the mean heading speed, and ! ρ > 0 is the so-called shape parameter that characterizes the shape and variance of the distribution. The von-Mises distribution ! ! g θ H , k ( ) for the heading ( ! ! ! θ H , k = arg v H , k ) is given as:
where ! 0 ≤!φ!< 2π is the mean heading and ! κ > 0 is the concentration parameter that characterizes the variance of the distribution. ! ! I 0 x ( ) is a zero-order modified Bessel function. Accordingly, the
is the Jacobian required for the variable transformation of the probability density.
Then, the probability density of the track vector ! ! p T u T , k , v T , k γ , ρ ,φ,κ , w x , w y ( ) can be derived note S1. Detailed information regarding the model. 
was used to transform the first line to the second line. The equation
realistic sample size on model fitting
We tested the accuracy of parameter estimation by estimating simulated movement data.
We prepared artificial track vector data, random numbers generated from the probability distribution
., N. The sample size N was set to 20, 50, or 300.
! ! γ * , ρ * ,φ * ,κ * , w x * and ! ! w y * are parameter values used for generating artificial data. Because the accuracy of estimation is expected to depend on the shape of the probability distribution of the heading vector, we simulated a variety of heading vector distributions. As the index to characterize the shape of heading vector probability distribution, we define ! ! σ H , ! ; the standard deviation of the heading vector distribution along the mean heading vector (corresponds to the standard deviation of heading speed).
In addition, we define σ !,! ; the product of the mean heading speed (γ) and standard deviation of the heading ( ! ! ; derived by approximating the von-Mises distribution as a Gaussian distribution by assuming a large value for κ), which can be regarded as the approximated standard deviation of the heading vector distribution to the perpendicular direction relative to its mean direction.
note S2. Numerical simulation test for checking the effect of .
We set the mean heading speed ( ! γ * ) to 10 (m s -1 ) and ! ! σ H , ! ,σ H , ⊥ ( ) to 7 combinations, which are {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (1, 3), (3, 1)} (m s -1 ), and the corresponding ! ρ * ,!κ * ( ) were numerically calculated from Eq. S5,6. The probability distributions of the heading vector for each combination are shown in fig. S2 , which shows that these parameters characterize the variance of distribution around the mean heading vector. The mean heading and flow vector ! ! φ * , w x * , w y * ( ) was set to seven combinations, as shown in fig. S3 . Accordingly, 7×7=49 combinations of parameter sets were tested. Note that, for all these parameter sets, the mean track vector is the same vector whose speed is 10 m s -1 and direction is 0 degrees. For each parameter set, we generated 100 data sets, for each of which we conducted a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and numerically computed the values of parameters that maximize the likelihood of the data, the so-called maximum likelihood
( ) , and ! w y MLE ( ) in the following. We conducted the MLE by using the function "optim()" of R version 3.2.0. As the likelihood function may be multimodal and the estimation result may be affected by the initial values of parameters, we conducted the MLE with 12 combinations of the initial values of the parameters and selected, from the estimated parameters, the one that provides the highest likelihood as the maximum likelihood estimates. The initial value of φ was set from -150 degrees to 180 degrees in steps of 30 degrees.
The initial value of γ was set to the mean speed relative to the ground calculated from the data.
The initial value of σ was set to 15. We fitted the von-Mises distribution to the direction of artificial track vector data and used the derived concentration parameter of the fitted von-Mises distribution as the initial value of κ .
The difference between the mean heading used for generating the data and mean heading
) . Although the estimated mean heading was close to the true value, there were some cases in which it deviated from the true value around ±90 or 180 degrees and the frequency of this deviation increased as the sample size decreased and the ratio ! ! σ H , ⊥ σ H , ! approached 1.
We instituted two conditions to exclude cases in which the estimated headings deviated from the true values. First, we only accepted results that estimated the probability density of the heading vector to be anisotropic and were more than twice widely distributed along the perpendicular direction to the mean heading vector than along the mean heading vector (condition 1):
This condition is intended to reject cases in which the heading vector distributes almost symmetrically ( ! ! σ H , ⊥ /σ H , ! ≅ 1 ) and the estimation accuracy deteriorates and also cases in which the estimated mean heading ! φ MLE ( ) deviates about ±90 degrees from true value ! φ * . This deviation means that the heading vector distribution is more widely (narrowly) distributed in the perpendicular direction than the parallel direction relative to the mean vector direction is wrongly estimated as the distribution more widely (narrowly) distributed to the parallel direction than the perpendicular direction. To exclude this miss-estimation, we need to select the direction (perpendicular or parallel) in which the heading vector distributes more widely. As animals' heading speeds should be bounded around the particular heading speed to maintain their flight in air, the probability density of real animals' heading vector are likely to be more widely distributed in perpendicular direction than the parallel direction relative to the mean heading vector direction (which is condition 1).
Second, we only accepted results in which the angle between the mean heading and the mean track vector was less than 90 degrees (condition 2). When an estimated result does not satisfy this condition, there are two possible explanations. The first possibility is that the animal was flying against an extremely strong flow whose parallel component to the animal's heading vector was higher than the animal's heading speed, but such a situation is expected to be rare. The second, more likely, possibility is that, even though the angle between the true mean heading of the bird and the mean track vector was less than 90 degrees, the estimated heading deviated 180 degrees from the true value because of the small sample size.
Among the estimated parameter sets, we selected results that satisfied these two conditions and show the estimated mean heading and mean heading speed in fig. S5 . If the heading vector is correctly estimated, the flow vector is also well estimated because the flow vector is derived from subtracting the mean heading vector from the mean track vector. Although the heading is estimated accurately, the mean heading speed widely fluctuated and deviated from the value of the result. This problem is likely to stem from a small sample size and indicates that estimating the heading speed accurately with only 50 data points is difficult. Accordingly, we present the third condition, namely that we provide the mean heading speed γ a priori (condition 3). In this study, we used a value of 9.63 m s -1 (34.7 km h -1 ), the mean speed relative to the ground reported in previous work (42).
variation of flow and track location quality on model fitting
Although our model neglects to take into account the fluctuation of flow and the measurement error associated with fixing positions, these effects exists in real situations and affect the estimation results. We tested the extent to which flow fluctuation and measurement error was permissible by our model. We generated artificial track vector data that incorporated the flow fluctuation and measurement error. We applied our model to these data and tested the accuracy of estimation.
We generated 50 points of artificial track vector data ! ! ! v T , k (k = 1,…,50) as follows. First, relative to the ground is set to 10 m s -1 ). We tested four values of α as (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15). For example, when α is 0.05, the standard deviation of the distance between the true fixed position of the animal and the observed fixed position is 5% of the distance between successive observed fixed positions. Therefore, we simulated 7×9×4 =252 parameter sets. For each parameter set, we generated 50 artificial data sets. We fitted our model to each data set and conducted vector estimation following the procedure described in (i) ( ) whose success ratio was more than 10% of the standard deviation of the difference between the heading of maximum likelihood estimates and the true heading
where SD(⋯) denotes the standard deviation of ⋯), was calculated as the index for estimation accuracy. To calculate The model fitted ratio and
S6. As the observation noise increases, the model fitted ratio decreases and, if ) is preferred to be less than 0.05. In other words, the standard deviation of the distance between the true fixed position of the animal and its observed fixed position should be less than 5% of the distance between successive observed fixes. As the flow fluctuation increases, the model fitted ratio decreases and the
In particular, when the flow fluctuation is as large as the animal's heading vector, such as ! ! σ w , ! ,σ w , ⊥ ( ) = {(1, 1), (2, 1), (1, 2)}, the model fit was poor and estimation accuracy was low.
In conclusion, our model requires two additional conditions. The first is that the standard deviation of the distance between the true fixed position of the animal and its observed fixed position f is less than 5% of the distance between successive observed fixed positions (condition 4). The second condition is that the flow fluctuation is smaller than that of the animal heading vector (condition 5).
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Combination of mean heading vector, mean track vector, and flow vector used in the simulation.
